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All 7s Starting K- 

KABADDI AABDDIK tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n -S] 

KABAKAS AAABKKS KABAKA, Ugandan emperor [n] 

KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n] 

KABBALA AAABBKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KABIKIS ABIIKKS KABIKI, tropical tree [n] 

KABOCHA AABCHKO type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n -S] 

KABOOMS ABKMOOS KABOOM, sound of loud explosion [n] 

KABUKIS ABIKKSU KABUKI, form of Japanese theater [n] 

KACHINA AACHIKN ancestral spirit [n -S] 

KADDISH ADDHIKS Jewish prayer [n -ES, -IM] 

KAFFIRS AFFIKRS KAFFIR, kafir (cereal grass) [n] 

KAFTANS AAFKNST KAFTAN, caftan (full-length tunic) [n] 

KAHUNAS AAHKNSU KAHUNA, medicine man [n] 

KAINITE AEIIKNT mineral salt [n -S] 

KAINITS AIIKNST KAINIT, kainite (mineral salt) [n] 

KAISERS AEIKRSS KAISER, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

KAIZENS AEIKNSZ KAIZEN, Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] 

KAJEPUT AEJKPTU cajuput (cajeput (Australian tree)) [n -S] 

KAKAPOS AAKKOPS KAKAPO, flightless parrot [n] 

KAKIVAK AAIKKKV fish spear used by Inuits [n -S] 

KALENDS ADEKLNS calends (first day of Roman month) [n KALENDS] 

KALIANS AAIKLNS KALIAN, hookah (water pipe) [n] 

KALIMBA AABIKLM African musical instrument [n -S] 

KALIPHS AHIKLPS KALIPH, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KALIUMS AIKLMSU KALIUM, potassium (chemical element with atomic number 19) [n] 

KALMIAS AAIKLMS KALMIA, evergreen shrub [n] 

KALONGS AGKLNOS KALONG, fruit-eating bat [n] 

KALPACS AACKLPS KALPAC, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

KALPAKS AAKKLPS KALPAK, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

KAMALAS AAAKLMS KAMALA, Asian tree [n] 

KAMOTIK AIKKMOT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

KAMOTIQ AIKMOQT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

KAMPONG AGKMNOP small village [n -S] 

KAMSEEN AEEKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KAMSINS AIKMNSS KAMSIN, khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n] 

KANBANS AABKNNS KANBAN, manufacturing strategy wherein parts are delivered only as needed [n] 

KANTARS AAKNRST KANTAR, unit of weight [n] 

KANTELE AEEKLNT type of harp [n -S] 

KAOLINE AEIKLNO kaolin (fine white clay) [n -S] 

KAOLINS AIKLNOS KAOLIN, fine white clay [n] 

KAPEYKA AAEKKPY monetary unit of Belarus [n KAPEEK] 

KARAHIS AAHIKRS KARAHI, small frying pan used in India [n] 

KARAKUL AAKKLRU Asian sheep [n -S] 

KARAOKE AAEKKOR musical device to which user sings along [n -S] 

KARATES AAEKRST KARATE, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 
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KARROOS AKOORRS KARROO, dry plateau [n] 

KARSTIC ACIKRST KARST, limestone region [adj] 

KARTING AGIKNRT sport of racing karts [n -S] 

KASBAHS AABHKSS KASBAH, casbah (old section of North African city) [n] 

KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KASHMIR AHIKMRS cashmere (fine wool) [n -S] 

KASHRUT AHKRSTU kashruth (Jewish dietary laws) [n -S] 

KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n] 

KATCINA AACIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S] 

KATHODE ADEHKOT cathode (negatively charged electrode) [n -S] 

KATHUMP AHKMPTU loud thudding sound [n -S] 

KATIONS AIKNOST KATION, cation (positively charged ion) [n] 

KATSINA AAIKNST kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -M, -S] 

KATSURA AAKRSTU deciduous tree of Japan and China [n -S] 

KATYDID ADDIKTY grasshopper [n -S] 

KAURIES AEIKRSU KAURY, kauri (timber tree) [n] 

KAYAKED AADEKKY KAYAK, to travel in kayak (Inuit canoe) [v] 

KAYAKER AAEKKRY one that rides in kayak [n -S] 

KAYOING AGIKNOY KAYO, to knock out [v] 

KEBBIES BBEEIKS KEBBIE, rough walking stick [n] 

KEBBOCK BBCEKKO kebbuck (whole cheese) [n -S] 

KEBBUCK BBCEKKU whole cheese [n -S] 

KEBLAHS ABEHKLS KEBLAH, kiblah (direction toward which Muslims face while praying) [n] 

KECKING CEGIKKN KECK, to retch (to make effort to vomit) [v] 

KECKLED CDEEKKL KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KECKLES CEEKKLS KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KEDDAHS ADDEHKS KEDDAH, enclosure for elephants [n] 

KEDGING DEGGIKN KEDGE, to move vessel with use of anchor [v] 

KEEKING EEGIKKN KEEK, to peep (to utter short, shrill cry) [v] 

KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S] 

KEELING EEGIKLN KEEL, to capsize (to overturn (to turn over)) [v] 

KEELSON EEKLNOS beam in ship [n -S] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KEENING EEGIKNN act of wailing loudly over dead [n -S] / KEEN, to wail loudly over dead [v] 

KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n] 

KEEPING EEGIKNP custody (guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards))) [n -S] / KEEP, to continue to possess [v] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KEGELER EEEGKLR kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n -S] 

KEGGERS EEGGKRS KEGGER, party having one or more kegs of beer [n] 

KEGGING EGGGIKN KEG, to store in keg (small barrel) [v] 

KEGLERS EEGKLRS KEGLER, bowler (one that bowls (to play at bowling)) [n] 

KEGLING EGGIKLN bowling (game in which balls are rolled at objects) [n -S] 

KEISTER EEIKRST buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

KEITLOA AEIKLOT rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n -S] 

KELLIES EEIKLLS KELLY, bright green color [n] 

KELOIDS DEIKLOS KELOID, scar caused by excessive growth of fibrous tissue [n] 
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KELPIES EEIKLPS KELPIE, water sprite [n] / KELPY [n] 

KELPING EGIKLNP KELP, to burn type of seaweed [v] 

KELSONS EKLNOSS KELSON, keelson (beam in ship) [n] 

KELTERS EEKLRST KELTER, kilter (good condition) [n] 

KELVINS EIKLNSV KELVIN, unit of temperature [n] 

KEMPIER EEIKMPR KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KENCHES CEEHKNS KENCH, bin for salting fish [n] 

KENNELS EEKLNNS KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KENNING EGIKNNN KEN, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] / metaphorical compound word or phrase [n -S] 

KENOSIS EIKNOSS incarnation of Christ [n -ES] 

KENOTIC CEIKNOT KENOSIS, incarnation of Christ [adj] 

KEPPING EGIKNPP KEP, to catch (to capture after pursuit) [v] 

KERAMIC ACEIKMR ceramic (item made of baked clay) [n -S] 

KERATIN AEIKNRT fibrous protein [n -S] 

KERBING BEGIKNR KERB, to provide with curbing [v] 

KERCHOO CEHKOOR ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

KERFING EFGIKNR KERF, to make incision with cutting tool [v] 

KERMESS EEKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -ES] 

KERMODE DEEKMOR type of black bear [n -S] 

KERNELS EEKLNRS KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KERNING EGIKNNR act of forming projecting part of typeface [n -S] / KERN, to be formed with projecting typeface [v] 

KERNITE EEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KEROGEN EEGKNOR substance found in shale [n -S] 

KERRIAS AEIKRRS KERRIA, Chinese shrub [n] 

KERRIES EEIKRRS KERRY, one of Irish breed of cattle [n] 

KERSEYS EEKRSSY KERSEY, woolen cloth [n] 

KERYGMA AEGKMRY preaching of gospel [n -S, -TA] 

KESTREL EEKLRST small falcon [n -S] 

KETAINE AEEIKNT being in poor taste [adj] 

KETCHES CEEHKST KETCH, sailing vessel [n] 

KETCHUP CEHKPTU spicy tomato sauce [n -S] 

KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n] 

KETONES EEKNOST KETONE, type of chemical compound [n] 

KETONIC CEIKNOT KETONE, type of chemical compound [adj] 

KETOSES EEKOSST KETOSE, simple sugar [n] / KETOSIS, buildup of ketones in body [n] 

KETOSIS EIKOSST buildup of ketones in body [n -SES] 

KETOTIC CEIKOTT KETOSIS, buildup of ketones in body [adj] 

KETTLES EEKLSTT KETTLE, vessel for boiling liquids [n] 

KEWPIES EEIKPSW KEWPIE, trademark [n] 

KEYCARD ACDEKRY coded card for operating device [n -S] 

KEYHOLE EEHKLOY hole for key [n -S] 

KEYLESS EEKLSSY being without key [adj] 

KEYNOTE EEKNOTY to deliver main speech at function [v -D, -TING, -S] 

KEYPADS ADEKPSY KEYPAD, small keyboard [n] 

KEYPALS AEKLPSY KEYPAL, person with whom one corresponds by email [n] 

KEYSETS EEKSSTY KEYSET, system of finger levers [n] 

KEYSTER EEKRSTY keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 
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KEYWAYS AEKSWYY KEYWAY, slot for key [n] 

KEYWORD DEKORWY significant word [n -S] 

KHADDAR AADDHKR cotton cloth [n -S] 

KHALIFA AAFHIKL caliph (Muslim leader) [n -S] 

KHALIFS AFHIKLS KHALIF, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KHAMSIN AHIKMNS hot, dry wind [n -S] 

KHANATE AAEHKNT domain of khan [n -S] 

KHAZENS AEHKNSZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

KHEDAHS ADEHHKS KHEDAH, keddah (enclosure for elephants) [n] 

KHEDIVE DEEHIKV Turkish viceroy [n -S] 

KHIRKAH AHHIKKR patchwork garment [n -S] 

KIAUGHS AGHIKSU KIAUGH, trouble; worry [n] 

KIBBEHS BBEHIKS KIBBEH, kibbe (Near Eastern dish of ground lamb and bulgur) [n] 

KIBBITZ BBIIKTZ to kibitz (to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern)) [v -ED, -ES, -ING] 

KIBBLED BBDEIKL KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBBLES BBEIKLS KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBBUTZ BBIKTUZ collective farm in Israel [n -IM] 

KIBITKA ABIIKKT type of Russian sled or wagon [n -S] 

KIBLAHS ABHIKLS KIBLAH, direction toward which Muslims face while praying [n] 

KICKBOX BCIKKOX to box in style that allows kicking [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

KICKERS CEIKKRS KICKER, one that kicks (to strike out with foot or feet) [n] 

KICKIER CEIIKKR KICKY, exciting [adj] 

KICKING CGIIKKN act of striking with foot [n -S] / KICK, to strike out with foot or feet [v] 

KICKOFF CFFIKKO kick that begins play in football [n -S] 

KICKUPS CIKKPSU KICKUP, noisy argument [n] 

KIDDERS DDEIKRS KIDDER, one that kids (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

KIDDIES DDEIIKS KIDDIE, small child [n] / KIDDY [n] 

KIDDING DDGIIKN KID, to tease (to make fun of) [v] 

KIDDISH DDHIIKS childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj] 

KIDDOES DDEIKOS KIDDO, used as form of familiar address [n] 

KIDDUSH DDHIKSU Jewish prayer [n -ES] 

KIDLIKE DEIIKKL resembling child (young person) [adj] 

KIDLITS DIIKLST KIDLIT, literature for children [n] 

KIDNAPS ADIKNPS KIDNAP, to take person by force and often for ransom [v] 

KIDNEYS DEIKNSY KIDNEY, bodily organ [n] 

KIDSKIN DIIKKNS type of leather [n -S] 

KIDVIDS DDIIKSV KIDVID, television programs for children [n] 

KIESTER EEIKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KIKUYUS IKKSUUY KIKUYU, type of grass [n] 

KILLDEE DEEIKLL killdeer (wading bird) [n -S] 

KILLERS EIKLLRS KILLER, one that kills (to cause to die) [n] 

KILLICK CIIKKLL small anchor [n -S] 

KILLIES EIIKLLS KILLIE, freshwater fish [n] 

KILLING GIIKLLN KILL, to cause to die [v] / sudden notable success [n -S] 

KILLJOY IJKLLOY one who spoils fun of others [n -S] 

KILLOCK CIKKLLO killick (small anchor) [n -S] 

KILNING GIIKLNN KILN, to bake in type of oven [v] 
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KILOBAR ABIKLOR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

KILOBIT BIIKLOT unit of computer information [n -S] 

KILORAD ADIKLOR unit of nuclear radiation [n -S] 

KILOTON IKLNOOT unit of weight [n -S] 

KILTERS EIKLRST KILTER, good condition [n] 

KILTIES EIIKLST KILTIE, one who wears kilt (type of skirt) [n] / KILTY [n] 

KILTING GIIKLNT arrangement of kilt pleats [n -S] / KILT, to make creases or pleats in [v] 

KIMCHEE CEEHIKM kimchi (spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage) [n -S] 

KIMCHIS CHIIKMS KIMCHI, spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage [n] 

KIMONOS IKMNOOS KIMONO, loose robe [n] 

KINARAS AAIKNRS KINARA, candelabra with seven candlesticks [n] 

KINASES AEIKNSS KINASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

KINDEST DEIKNST KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

KINDLED DDEIKLN KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDLER DEIKLNR one that kindles (to cause to burn) [n -S] 

KINDLES DEIKLNS KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDRED DDEIKNR natural grouping [n -S] 

KINEMAS AEIKMNS KINEMA, cinema (motion-picture theater) [n] 

KINESES EEIKNSS KINESIS, type of movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [n] 

KINESIC CEIIKNS pertaining to kinesics (study of body motion in relation to communication) [adj] 

KINESIS EIIKNSS type of movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [n -SES, -ES] 

KINETIC CEIIKNT pertaining to motion [adj] 

KINETIN EIIKNNT substance that increases plant growth [n -S] 

KINFOLK FIKKLNO relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage) [n KINFOLK] 

KINGCUP CGIKNPU marsh plant [n -S] 

KINGDOM DGIKMNO area ruled by king [n -S] 

KINGING GGIIKNN KING, to reign as king (male monarch) [v] 

KINGLET EGIKLNT king who rules over small area [n -S] 

KINGPIN GIIKNNP central bolt connecting axle to vehicle [n -S] 

KINKIER EIIKKNR KINKY, tightly curled [adj] 

KINKILY IIKKLNY KINKY, tightly curled [adv] 

KINKING GIIKKNN KINK, to form tight curl or bend in [v] 

KINLESS EIKLNSS having no kin [adj] 

KINSHIP HIIKNPS relationship (state of being related) [n -S] 

KINSMAN AIKMNNS male relative [n -MEN] 

KINSMEN EIKMNNS KINSMAN, male relative [n] 

KIPPAHS AHIKPPS KIPPAH, kippa (yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males)) [n] 

KIPPERS EIKPPRS KIPPER, to cure fish by salting and smoking [v] 

KIPPING GIIKNPP KIP, to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v] 

KIPSKIN IIKKNPS animal hide that has not been tanned [n -S] 

KIRKMAN AIKKMNR member of church [n -MEN] 

KIRKMEN EIKKMNR KIRKMAN, member of church [n] 

KIRMESS EIKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -ES] 

KIRNING GIIKNNR KIRN, to churn (to stir briskly in order to make butter) [v] 

KIRPANS AIKNPRS KIRPAN, dagger carried by Sikhs [n] 

KIRTLED DEIKLRT KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [adj] 

KIRTLES EIKLRST KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [n] 
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KISHKAS AHIKKSS KISHKA, kishke (sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing)) [n] 

KISHKES EHIKKSS KISHKE, sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing) [n] 

KISMATS AIKMSST KISMAT, kismet (destiny (fate or fortune to which one is destined)) [n] 

KISMETS EIKMSST KISMET, destiny (fate or fortune to which one is destined) [n] 

KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [n] 

KISSIER EIIKRSS KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KISSING GIIKNSS KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [v] 

KISTFUL FIKLSTU as much as kist can hold [n -S] 

KITBAGS ABGIKST KITBAG, knapsack (bag carried on back) [n] 

KITCHEN CEHIKNT room where food is cooked [n -S] 

KITHARA AAHIKRT cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n -S] 

KITHING GHIIKNT KITHE, to make known [v] 

KITINGS GIIKNST KITING, act of flying kite [n] 

KITLING GIIKLNT young animal [n -S] 

KITSCHY CHIKSTY garish; gaudy [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KITTENS EIKNSTT KITTEN, to bear kittens (young cats) [v] 

KITTIES EIIKSTT KITTY, kitten or cat [n] 

KITTING GIIKNTT KIT, to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v] 

KITTLED DEIKLTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KITTLER EIKLRTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KITTLES EIKLSTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KLATSCH ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

KLAVERN AEKLNRV local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLAXONS AKLNOSX KLAXON, low-pitched horn [n] 

KLEAGLE AEEGKLL official in Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KLEPTOS EKLOPST KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively [n] 

KLEZMER EEKLMRZ Jewish folk musician [n -S, -IM] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 

KLUDGED DDEGKLU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUDGES DEGKLSU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUGING GGIKLNU KLUGE, to kludge (to put together from ill-fitting components) [v] 

KLUTZES EKLSTUZ KLUTZ, clumsy person [n] 

KNACKED ACDEKKN KNACK, to strike sharply [v] 

KNACKER ACEKKNR to exhaust [v -ED, -ING, -S] / one that buys old livestock [n -S] 

KNAIDEL ADEIKLN type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n -S, -DLACH] 

KNAPPED ADEKNPP KNAP, to strike sharply [v] 

KNAPPER AEKNPPR one that knaps (to strike sharply) [n -S] 

KNARRED ADEKNRR KNAR, bump on tree [adj] 

KNAVERY AEKNRVY trickery (deception) [n -RIES] 

KNAVISH AHIKNSV KNAVE, dishonest person [adj] 

KNAWELS AEKLNSW KNAWEL, Eurasian plant [n] 

KNEADED ADDEEKN KNEAD, to work into uniform mixture with hands [v] 

KNEADER ADEEKNR one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n -S] 

KNEECAP ACEEKNP to maim by shooting in kneecap (bone at front of knee) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

KNEEING EEGIKNN KNEE, to strike with knee (joint of leg) [v] 
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KNEELED DEEEKLN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S] 

KNEEPAD ADEEKNP covering for knee [n -S] 

KNEEPAN AEEKNNP kneecap [n -S] 

KNEIDEL DEEIKLN knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n -S, -DLACH] 

KNELLED DEEKLLN KNELL, to sound bell [v] 

KNESSET EEKNSST Israeli parliament [n -S] 

KNIFERS EFIKNRS KNIFER, one that knifes (to cut with knife) [n] 

KNIFING FGIIKNN act of stabbing with knife [n -S] / KNIFE, to cut with knife [v] 

KNIGHTS GHIKNST KNIGHT, to make knight (medieval gentleman-soldier) of [v] 

KNISHES EHIKNSS KNISH, dough stuffed with filling and fried [n] 

KNITTED DEIKNTT KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn [v] 

KNITTER EIKNRTT one that knits (to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn) [n -S] 

KNOBBED BBDEKNO KNOB, to provide with knob (rounded protuberance) [v] 

KNOBBLY BBKLNOY having very small knobs [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KNOCKED CDEKKNO KNOCK, to strike sharply [v] 

KNOCKER CEKKNOR one that knocks (to strike sharply) [n -S] 

KNOLLED DEKLLNO KNOLL, to knell (to sound bell) [v] 

KNOLLER EKLLNOR one that knolls (to knell (to sound bell)) [n -S] 

KNOPPED DEKNOPP KNOP, knob [adj] 

KNOTTED DEKNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v] 

KNOTTER EKNORTT one that knots (to tie in knot (closed loop)) [n -S] 

KNOUTED DEKNOTU KNOUT, to flog with leather whip [v] 

KNOWERS EKNORSW KNOWER, one that knows (to have true understanding of) [n] 

KNOWING GIKNNOW KNOW, to have true understanding of [v] / astute (shrewd (having keen insight)) [adj -ER, -EST] / knowledge [n -S] 

KNOWING GIKNNOW knowledge [n -S] 

KNUCKLE CEKKLNU to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

KNUCKLY CKKLNUY having prominent knuckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KNURLED DEKLNRU KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

KOBOLDS BDKLOOS KOBOLD, elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [n] 

KOCHIAS ACHIKOS KOCHIA, Eurasian plant [n] 

KOKANEE AEEKKNO food fish [n -S] 

KOLACKY ACKKLOY kind of pastry [n KOLACKY] 

KOLBASI ABIKLOS kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

KOLHOZY HKLOOYZ KOLHOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLKHOS HKKLOOS kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n -ES, -Y] 

KOLKHOZ HKKLOOZ collective farm in Russia [n -ES, -Y] 

KOLKOZY KKLOOYZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOMATIK AIKKMOT Inuit sledge [n -S] 

KONGONI GIKNNOO African antelope [n KONGONI] 

KONKING GIKKNNO KONK, to conk (to hit on head) [v] 

KOODOOS DKOOOOS KOODOO, kudu (large antelope) [n] 

KOOKIER EIKKOOR KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

KOOKILY IKKLOOY KOOKY, eccentric [adv] 

KOOKUMS KKMOOSU KOOKUM, kokum (East Indian tree) [n] 

KOPECKS CEKKOPS KOPECK, Russian coin [n] 

KOPIYKA AIKKOPY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S, -KY, -YOK] 
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KOPIYKY IKKOPYY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n]  

KOPIYOK IKKOOPY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n]  

KOPPIES EIKOPPS KOPPIE, kopje (small hill) [n] 

KORUNAS AKNORSU KORUNA, monetary unit of Czech Republic [n] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KOTOWED DEKOOTW KOTOW, to kowtow (to behave in servile manner) [v] 

KOTOWER EKOORTW one that kotows (to kowtow (to behave in servile manner)) [n -S] 

KOUMISS IKMOSSU beverage made from camel's milk [n -ES] 

KOUMYSS KMOSSUY koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n -ES] 

KOUPREY EKOPRUY short-haired ox [n -S] 

KOUSSOS KOOSSSU KOUSSO, cusso (Ethiopian tree) [n] 

KOWTOWS KOOSTWW KOWTOW, to behave in servile manner [v] 

KRAALED AADEKLR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v] 

KRAKENS AEKKNRS KRAKEN, legendary sea monster [n] 

KRATERS AEKRRST KRATER, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

KREMLIN EIKLMNR Russian citadel [n -S] 

KREUZER EEKRRUZ kreutzer (former monetary unit of Austria) [n -S] 

KRIMMER EIKMMRR kind of fur [n -S] 

KRUBUTS BKRSTUU KRUBUT, krubi (tropical plant) [n] 

KRULLER EKLLRRU cruller (small sweet cake) [n -S] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KUBASAS AABKSSU KUBASA, Ukrainian sausage [n] 

KUCHENS CEHKNSU KUCHEN, coffee cake [n] 

KUDLIKS DIKKLSU KUDLIK, Inuit oil lamp [n] 

KUDOSES DEKOSSU KUDOS, KUDO, award; honor [n] 

KULTURS KLRSTUU KULTUR, culture; civilization [n] 

KUMISES EIKMSSU KUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUMKUMS KKMMSUU KUMKUM, red powder used by Hindu women [n] 

KUMMELS EKLMMSU KUMMEL, type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

KUMQUAT AKMQTUU citrus fruit [n -S] 

KUMYSES EKMSSUY KUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUNZITE EIKNTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KURBASH ABHKRSU to flog with leather whip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

KURGANS AGKNRSU KURGAN, mound of earth over grave [n] 

KVASSES AEKSSSV KVASS, Russian beer [n] 

KVELLED DEEKLLV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 

KVETCHY CEHKTVY habitually complaining [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KWACHAS AACHKSW KWACHA, monetary unit of Malawi and Zambia [n] 

KWANZAS AAKNSWZ KWANZA, monetary unit of Angola [n] 

KYANISE AEIKNSY to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

KYANITE AEIKNTY cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KYANIZE AEIKNYZ to treat wood with type of preservative [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

KYLIKES EIKKLSY KYLIX, drinking vessel [n] 

KYLIXES EIKLSXY KYLIX, drinking vessel [n] 

KYTHING GHIKNTY KYTHE, to kithe (to make known) [v] 
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